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David Gamez: Machine Consciousness and the AI Apocalypse.
Machine Consciousness Discussion - Penrose, Bach \u0026 Neven The Neuroscience Of Consciousness
Ft. Anil Seth | The Think Inc. Podcast Solving the “Hard Problem”: Consciousness as an Intrinsic
Property of Magnetic Fields. What It'll Take To Upload Our Brains To A Computer How to Use Stream
Of Consciousness Writing to Clear Your Mind Eric Weinstein: Revolutionary Ideas in Science, Math,
and Society | Lex Fridman Podcast #16 The Consciousness Instinct: Michael Gazzaniga's CNS 2018
Keynote Joe Rogan Experience #1284 - Graham Hancock #242 Nicholas Humphrey: The Psychology
Of Consciousness And Intelligence The Integrated Information Theory of Consciousness Could You
Transfer Your Consciousness To Another Body? Try Not To Laugh Watching This Funny Kids Fails
Compilation January 2020. Fails of the week #2 How your immortal consciousness will travel the
universe | Michio Kaku | Big Think Terence McKenna - Nature is Conscious New Experiments Show
Consciousness Affects Matter ~ Dean Radin, PhD The Living Universe - Documentary about
Consciousness and Reality | Waking Cosmos Does Consciousness Influence Quantum Mechanics? Your
brain hallucinates your conscious reality | Anil Seth Uploading Consciousness \u0026 Digital
Immortality | Interview with Theoretical Physicist Michio Kaku Iain McGilchrist - Buddha at the Gas
Pump Interview Consciousness, what we talk about when we talk about it: Gilbert Ryle, Daniel Dennet,
Sam Harris etc Being a beast machine | Anil Seth | TEDxSouthampton The Case Against Reality | Prof.
Donald Hoffman on Conscious Agent Theory Sir Roger Penrose — The quantum nature of consciousness
Episode 25: David Chalmers on Consciousness, the Hard Problem, and Living in a Simulation What is
consciousness? - Michael S. A. Graziano Consciousness: A Very Short Introduction | Susan Blackmore
Matter and Consciousness – Dr Iain McGilchrist Machine Consciousness Journal Of Consciousness
Buy Machine Consciousness (Journal of Consciousness Studies, ) Illustrated by Holland, Owen (ISBN:
9780907845249) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Machine Consciousness (Journal of Consciousness Studies ...
Currently known as Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Consciousness (2020 Vol. 7 Issue 1 onwards)
Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Consciousness
We present a two-level model of concurrent communicating systems (CCS) to serve as a basis for
machine consciousness. A language implementing threads within logic programming is first
introduced....
International Journal of Machine Consciousness
In Journal of Consciousness Studies, 10, No. 4-5, 2003 (Special issue on Machine Consciousness, edited
by Owen Holland.) Abstract Replication or even modelling of consciousness in machines requires some
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clari?cations and re?nements of our concept of consciousness. Design of, construction
In Journal of Consciousness Studies (Special issue on ...
Human and Machine Consciousness presents a new foundation for the scientific study of consciousness.
It sets out a bold interpretation of consciousness that neutralizes the philosophical problems and explains
how we can make scientific predictions about the consciousness of animals, brain-damaged patients and
machines.
Human and Machine Consciousness - Open Book Publishers
Neural networks : the official journal of the International Neural Network Society Efforts to create
computational models of consciousness have accelerated over the last two decades, creating a field that
has become known as artificial consciousness.
[PDF] The rise of machine consciousness: Studying ...
Journal of Consciousness Studies is a peer-reviewed journal which examines these issues in plain
English. Full Text of Selected Articles Journal of Consciousness Studies is a traditional printed
publication — most of our subscribers like to read every article and we pride ourselves in the quality of
our editing, printing and binding.
Journal of Consciousness Studies - Imprint Academic
Abstract Machines can be conscious, is the claim to be adopted here, upon examination of its different
versions. We distinguish three kinds of consciousness: functional, phenomenal and hard consciousness
(f-, p- and h-consciousness). Robots are functionally conscious already.
THE PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUE IN MACHINE CONSCIOUSNESS ...
Publishing his theory in the journal Neuroscience of Consciousness, Professor McFadden posits that
consciousness is in fact the brain's energy field. This theory could pave the way toward the...
Researcher proposes new theory of consciousness
Welcome to the Journal of Consciousness (JofC). The JofC publishes research papers and articles related
to the study of the consciousness. Its aim is to provide a forum for the unbiased publication of
investigation and exchange of ideas associated with the analysis of the physical and non-physical
attributes and abilities of the consciousness, and to deepen our understanding of its multidimensional
nature.
Journal of Consciousness
Abstract In the present paper it is proposed that Machine Consciousness can be implemented by using
either Finite State Automata or Production Systems. In both cases a possible behavior that may be
characterized as exhibiting consciousness is the generation of an explanation of how it generates its final
output.
Machine Consciousness and Question Answering :: Science ...
Artificial consciousness, also known as machine consciousness or synthetic consciousness, is a field
related to artificial intelligence and cognitive robotics. The aim of the theory of artificial consciousness
is to "Define that which would have to be synthesized were consciousness to be found in an engineered
artifact". Neuroscience hypothesizes that consciousness is generated by the interoperation of various
parts of the brain, called the neural correlates of consciousness or NCC, though there
Artificial consciousness - Wikipedia
Publishing his theory in the journal Neuroscience of Consciousness, Professor McFadden posits that
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consciousness is in fact the brain’s energy field. This theory could pave the way toward the
development of conscious AI, with robots that are aware and have the ability to think becoming a reality.
Researcher Proposes New Theory of Consciousness ...
machine modelling, whereas something like the concept of "access consciousness" (A-C) with which it
is often contrasted refers to phenomena that can be described and explained within a future scientific
theory, and (b) explaining why the "hard problem" is a bogus problem, because of
To appear in International Journal of Machine ...
Currently (at the very beginning of 2008), machine consciousness has the status of a pragmatic attempt
to use methodologies known in information, neuronal and control sciences both to throw light on what it
is to be conscious and to aid the design of complex autonomous systems that require a non-living form
of consciousness to act correctly in a complex world.
Machine consciousness - Scholarpedia
While the recent special issue of JCS on machine consciousness (Volume 14, Issue 7) was in
preparation, a collection of papers on the same topic, entitled Artificial Consciousness and edited by
Antonio Chella and Riccardo Manzotti, was published. 1 The editors of the JCS special issue, Ron
Chrisley, Robert Clowes and Steve Torrance, thought it would be a timely and productive move to have
authors of papers in their collection review the papers in the Chella and Manzotti book, and include (...
Machine Consciousness - Bibliography - PhilPapers
Overall, the arguments against machine consciousness can be summed up as spiritual, and have no
credibility as far as experimental evidence. Overall, the scales tip towards the possibility of machine
consciousness. There are no real roadblocks to say it’s not possible. In the end, we can’t say with
certainty either way.
The Future and Philosophy of Machine Consciousness | by ...
Awareness and self-awareness do not automatically lead to the emergence of motivation, desires or
emotions. A conscious machine can be completely devoid of these processes, natural to humans. The
intentionality of consciousness of Homo sapiens is due to evolution and is not obligatory for the
machine.
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